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p. 22:  “ ‘Sheep-men’ call azalea ‘sheep-poison,’ and wonder what the Creator was thinking about
when he made it – so desperately does sheep business blind and degrade, though supposed to
have a refining influence in the good old days we read of. The California sheep owner is in haste
to get rich, and often does, now that pasturage costs nothing, while the climate is so favorable
that no winter food supply, shelter-pens, or barns are required. Therefore large flocks may be kept
at slight expense, and large profits realized, the money invested doubling, it is claimed, every
other year. This quickly acquired wealth usually creates desire for more. Then indeed the wool is
drawn close down over the pool fellow’s eyes, dimming or shutting out almost everything worth
seeing.

“As for the shepherd, his case is still worse, especially in winter when he lives alone in a cabin.
For, though stimulated at times by hopes of one day owning a flock and getting rich like his boss,
he at the same time is likely to be degraded by the life he leads, and seldom reaches the dignity or
advantage – or disadvantage – of ownership. The degradation in his case has for cause one not far
to seek. He is solitary most of the year, and solitude to most people seems hard to bear. He
seldom has much good mental work or recreation in the way of books. Coming into his dingy
hovel-cabin at night, stupidly weary, he finds nothing to balance and level his life with the
universe. No, after his dull drag all day after the sheep, he must get his supper; he is likely to
slight this task and try to satisfy his hunger with whatever comes handy. Perhaps no bread is
baked; then he just makes a few grimy flapjacks in his unwashed frying-pan, boils a handful of tea,
and perhaps fries a few strips of rusty bacon. Usually there are dried peaches or apples in the
cabin, but he hates to be bothered with the cooking of them, just swallows the bacon and
flapjacks, and depends on the genial stupefaction of tobacco for the rest. Then to bed, often
without removing the clothing worn during the day. Of course his health suffers, reacting on his
mind; and seeing nobody for weeks or months, he finally becomes semi-insane or wholly so.”

p. 24:  “But whatever the blessings of sheep-culture in other times and countries, the California
shepherd, as far as I’ve seen or heard, is never quite sane for any considerable time. Of all
Nature’s voices baa is about all he hears. Even the howls and ki-yis of coyotes might be blessings
if well heard, but he hears them only through a blur of mutton and wool, and they do him no
good.”

p. 26 (on poison oak and poison ivy):  “Sheep eat it without apparent ill effects; so do horses to
some extent, though not fond of it, and to many persons it is harmless. Like most other things not
apparently useful to man, it has few friends, and the blind question, “Why was it made?” goes on
and on with never a guess that first of all it might have been made for itself.”

p. 35:  “Heard a few peals of thunder from the upper Sierra, and saw firm white bossy cumuli
rising back of the pines.”
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p. 37:  “A slight sprinkle of rain – large drops far apart, falling with hearty pat and plash on leaves
and stones and into the mouths of the flowers. Cumuli rising to the eastward. How beautiful their
pearly bosses! How well they harmonize with the upswelling rocks beneath them. Mountains of
the sky, solid-looking, finely sculptured, their richly varied topography wonderfully defined.
Never before have I seen clouds so substantial looking in form and texture. Nearly every day
toward noon they rise with visible swelling motion as if new worlds were being created. And how
fondly they brood and hover over the gardens and forests with their cooling shadows and
showers, keeping every petal and leaf in glad health and heart. One may fancy the clouds
themselves are plants, springing up in the skyfields at the call of the sun, growing in beauty until
they reach their prime, scattering rain and hail like berries and seeds, then wilting and dying.”

p. 39:  Another glorious Sierra day in which one seems to be dissolved and absorbed and sent
pulsing onward we know not where. Life seems neither long nor short, and we take no more heed
to save time or make haste than do the trees and stars. This is true freedom, a good practical sort
of immortality.”

p. 41:  “Only spread a fern frond over a man’s head and worldly cares are cast out, and freedom
and beauty and peace come in. The waving of a pine tree on the top of a mountain, – a magic
wand in Nature’s hand, – every devout mountaineer knows its power; but the marvelous beauty
value of what the Scotch call a breckan in a still dell, what poet has sung this?”

p. 43 (on lizards):  “Gentle saurians, dragons, descendants of an ancient and mighty race, Heaven
bless you all and make your virtues known! for few of us know as yet that scales may cover
fellow creatures as gentle and lovable as feathers, or hair, or cloth.”

“Mastodons and elephants used to live here no great geological time ago, as shown by their
bones, often discovered by miners in washing gold-gravel. And bears of at least two species are
here now, besides the California lion or panther, and wild cats, wolves, foxes, snakes, scorpions,
wasps, tarantulas; but one is almost tempted at times to regard a small savage black ant as the
master existence of this vast mountain world. These fearless, restless, wandering imps, though
only about a quarter of an inch long, are fonder of fighting and biting than any beast I know. They
attack every living thing around their homes, often without cause as far as I can see. Their bodies
are mostly jaws curved like ice-hooks, and to get work for these weapons seems to be their chief
aim and pleasure. ... I can’t understand the need of their ferocious courage; there seems to be no
common sense in it. Sometimes, no doubt, they fight in defense of their homes, but they fight
anywhere and always wherever they can find anything to bite. As soon as a vulnerable spot is
discovered on man or beast, they stand on their heads and sink their jaws, and though torn limb
from limb, they will yet hold on and die biting deeper. When I contemplate this fierce creature so
widely distributed and strongly entrenched, I see that much remains to be done ere the world is
brought under the rule of universal peace and love.”

p. 50 (on birds):  “little mountain troubadours”
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p. 56:  “Sheep, like people, are ungovernable when hungry. Excepting my guarded lily gardens,
almost every leaf that these hoofed locusts can reach within a radius of a mile or two from camp
has been devoured.”

p. 57 (on finding a lost group of sheep):  “Carlo [the dog] knew what I was about, and eagerly
followed the scent until we came up to them, huddled in a timid, silent bunch. They had evidently
been here all night and all the forenoon, afraid to go out to feed. Having escaped restraint, they
were, like some people we know of, afraid of their freedom, did not know what to do with it, and
seemed glad to get back into the old familiar bondage.”

p. 59 (on shadows):  “How beautiful a rock is made by leaf shadows! Those of the live oak are
particularly clear and distinct, and beyond all art in grace and delicacy, now still as if painted on
stone, now gliding softly as if afraid of noise, now dancing, waltzing in swift, merry swirls, or
jumping on and off sunny rocks in quick dashes like wave embroidery on seashore cliffs. How
true and substantial is this shadow beauty, and with what sublime extravagance is beauty thus
multiplied!”

p. 61:  “June 23. Oh, these vast, calm, measureless mountain days, inciting at once to work and
rest! Days in whose light everything seems equally divine, opening a thousand windows to show
us God. Nevermore, however weary, should one faint by the way who gains the blessings of one
mountain day; whatever his fate, long life, short life, stormy or calm, he is rich forever.”

p. 73:  “Pearl cumuli over the higher mountains – clouds, not with a silver lining, but all silver.
The brightest, crispest, rockiest-looking clouds, most varied in features and keenest in outline I
ever saw at any time of year in any country.”

p. 78 (on a bread shortage):  “Bread without flesh is a good diet, as on many botanical excursions
I have proved. Tea also may easily be ignored. Just bread and water and delightful toil is all I
need, – not unreasonably much, yet one ought to be trained and tempered to enjoy life in these
brave wilds in full independence of any particular kind of nourishment.”

p. 79:  “Man seems to be the only animal whose food soils him, making necessary much washing
and shield-like bibs and napkins. Moles living in the earth and eating slimy worms are yet as clean
as seals or fishes, whose lives are one perpetual wash. And, as we have seen, the squirrels in these
resiny woods keep themselves clean in some mysterious way; not a hair is sticky, though they
handle the gummy cones, and glide about apparently without care.”

p. 81:  “Beans are the main standby, portable, wholesome, and capable of going far, besides being
easily cooked, although curiously enough a great deal of mystery is supposed to lie about the
bean-pot. No two cooks quite agree on the methods of making beans do their best, and, after
petting and coaxing and nursing the savory mess, – well oiled and mellowed with bacon boiled
into the heart of it, – the proud cook will ask, after dishing out a quart or two for trial, ‘Well, how
do you like my beans?’ as if by no possibility could they be like any other beans cooked in the
same way, but must needs possess some special virtue of which he alone is master.”
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p. 87 (on Hazel Green):  “Here, we are camped for the night, our big fire, heaped high with rosiny
logs and branches, is blazing like a sunrise, gladly giving back the light slowly sifted from the
sunbeams of centuries of summers; and in the glow of that old sunlight how impressively
surrounding objects are brought forward in relief against the outer darkness!”

p. 95:  “So extravagant is Nature with her choicest treasures, spending plant beauty as she spends
sunshine, pouring it forth into land and sea, garden and desert. And so the beauty of lilies falls on
angels and men, bears and squirrels, wolves and sheep, birds and bees, but as far as I have seen,
man alone, and the animals he tames, destroy these gardens. Awkward, lumbering bears, the Don
tells me, love to wallow in them in hot weather, and deer with their sharp feet cross them again
and again, sauntering and feeding, yet never a lily have I seen spoiled by them.”

p. 102:  “All the Merced streams are wonderful singers, and Yosemite is the centre where the
main tributaries meet. From a point about half a mile from our camp we can see into the lower
end of the famous valley, with its wonderful cliffs and groves, a grand page of mountain
manuscript that I would gladly give my life to be able to read. How vast it seems, how short
human life when we happen to think of it, and how little we may learn, however hard we try! Yet
why bewail our poor inevitable ignorance? Some of the external beauty is always in sight, enough
to keep every fibre of us tingling, and this we are able to gloriously enjoy though the methods of
its creation may lie beyond our ken. Sing on, brave Tamarack Creek, fresh from your snowy
fountains, plash and swirl and dance to your fate in the sea; bathing, cheering every living thing
along your way.”

p. 105:  “The sheep are lying down on a bare rocky spot such as they like, chewing the cud in
grassy peace. Cooking is going on, appetites growing keener every day. No lowlander can
appreciate the mountain appetite, and the facility with which heavy food called ‘grub’ is disposed
of. Eating, walking, resting, seem alike delightful, and one feels inclined to shout lustily on rising
in the morning like a crowing cock. Sleep and digestion as clear as the air.”

p. 113 (on crossing a creek with sheep):  “Then a dozen or more were shoved off, and the Don,
tall like a crane and a good natural wader, jumped in after them, seized a struggling wether, and
dragged it to the opposite shore. But no sooner did he let it go than it jumped into the stream and
swam back to its frightened companions in the corral, thus manifesting sheep-nature as
unchangeable as gravitation. Pan with his pipes would have had no better luck, I fear. We were
now pretty well baffled. The silly creatures would suffer any sort of death rather than cross that
stream.”

p. 114:  “The wool is dry now, and calm, cud-chewing peace has fallen on all the comfortable
band, leaving no trace of the watery battle. I have seen fish driven out of the water with less ado
than was made in driving these animals into it. Sheep brain must surely be poor stuff. Compare
today’s exhibition with the performances of deer swimming quietly across broad and rapid rivers,
and from island to island in seas and lakes; or with dogs, or even with the squirrels that, as the
story goes, cross the Mississippi River on selected chips, with tails for sails comfortably trimmed
to the breeze. A sheep can hardly be called an animal; an entire flock is required to make one
foolish individual.”
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p. 118 (on the brink of a cliff):  “After withdrawing from such places, excited with the view I had
got, I would say to myself, ‘Now don’t go out on the verge again.’ But in the face of Yosemite
scenery cautious remonstrance is vain; under its spell one’s body seems to go where it likes with a
will over which we seem to have scarce any control.”

p. 119:  “If I was to get down to the brink at all that rough edge, which might offer slight finger-
holds, was the only way. But the slope beside it looked dangerously smooth and steep, and the
swift roaring flood beneath, overhead, and beside me was very nerve-trying. I therefore concluded
not to venture farther, but did nevertheless.”

p. 126 (on raindrops):  “Some go to the high snowy fountains to swell their well-saved stores;
some into the lakes, washing the mountain windows, patting their smooth glassy levels, making
dimples and bubbles and spray; some into the waterfalls and cascades as if eager to join in their
dance and song and beat their foam yet finer; good luck and good work for the happy mountain
raindrops, each one of them a high waterfall in itself descending from the cliffs and hollows of the
clouds to the cliffs and hollows of the rocks, out of the sky-thunder into the thunder of the falling
rivers. Some, falling on meadows and bogs, creep silently out of sight to the grass roots, hiding
softly as in a nest, slipping, oozing hither, thither, seeking and finding their appointed work. Some
...”

p. 129:  “His trousers, in particular, have become so adhesive with the mixed fat and resin that
pine needles, thin flakes and fibres of bark, hair, mica scales and minute grains of quartz,
hornblende, etc., feathers, seed wings, moth and butterfly wings, legs and antennae of innumerable
insects, or even whole insects such as the small beetles, moths and mosquitoes, with flower petals,
pollen dust and indeed bits of all plants, animals, and minerals of the region adhere to them and
are safely imbedded, so that though far from being a naturalist he collects fragmentary specimens
of everything and becomes richer than he knows. His specimens are kept passably fresh, too, by
the purity of the air and the resiny bituminous beds into which they are a pressed. Man is a
microcosm, at least our shepherd is, or rather his trousers. These precious overalls are never taken
off, and nobody knows how old they are, though one may guess by their thickness and concentric
structure. Instead of wearing thin they wear thick, and in their stratification have no small
geological significance.”

p. 131 (on his drawings):  “Whether these picture-sheets are to vanish like fallen leaves or go to
friends like letters, matters not much; for little can they tell to those who have not themselves seen
similar wildness, and like a language have learned it. No pain here, no dull empty hours, no fear of
the past, no fear of the future. These blessed mountains are so compactly filled with God’s beauty,
no petty personal hope or experience has room to be. Drinking this champagne water is pure
pleasure, so is breathing the living air, and every movement of limbs is pleasure, while the whole
body seems to feel beauty when exposed to it as it feels the campfire or sunshine, entering not by
the eyes alone, but equally through all one’s flesh like radiant heat, making a passionate ecstatic
pleasure-glow not explainable. One’s body then seems homogeneous throughout, sound as
crystal.”
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p. 134:  “Wrote to my mother and a few friends, mountain hints to each. They seem as near as if
within voice-reach or touch. The deeper the solitude the less the sense of loneliness, and the
nearer our friends.”

p. 136:  “ ... I had been told that this sort of bear, the cinnamon, always ran from his bad brother
man, never showing fight unless wounded or in defense of young. He made a telling picture
standing alert in the sunny forest garden. How well he played his part, harmonizing in bulk and
color and shaggy hair with the trunks of the trees and lush vegetation, as natural a feature as any
other in the landscape. After examining at leisure, nothing the sharp muzzle thrust inquiringly
forward, the long shaggy hair on his broad chest, the stiff,erect ears nearly buried in hair, and the
slow, heavy way he moved his head, I thought I should like to see his gait in running, so I made a
sudden rush at him, shouting and swinging my hat to frighten him, expecting to see him make
haste to get away. But to my dismay he did not run or show any sign of running. On the contrary,
he stood his ground ready to fight and defend himself, lowered his head, thrust it forward, and
looked sharply and fiercely at me. Then I suddenly began to fear that upon me would fall the work
of running; but I was afraid to run, and therefore, like the bear, held my ground. We stood staring
at each other in solemn silence within a dozen yards or thereabouts, while I fervently hoped that
the power of the human eye over wild beats would prove as great as it is said to be.”

p. 145:  “What can poor mortals say about clouds? While a description of their huge glowing
domes and ridges, shadowy gulfs and cañons, and feather-edged ravines is being tried, they
vanish, leaving no visible ruins. Nevertheless, these fleeing sky mountains are as substantial and
significant as the more lasting upheavals of granite beneath them. Both like are built up and die,
and in God’s calendar difference of duration is nothing. We can only dream about them in
wondering, worshiping admiration, happier than we dare tell even to friends who see farthest in
sympathy, glad to know that not a crystal or vapor particle of them, hard or soft, is lost; that they
sink and vanish only to rise again and again in higher and higher beauty. As to our own work,
duty, influence, etc., concerning which so much fussy pother is made, it will not fail of its due
effect, though, like a lichen on a stone, we keep silent.”

p. 174 (on robins):  “Oftentimes, as I wander through these solemn woods, awestricken and silent,
I hear the reassuring voice of this fellow wanderer ringing out, sweet and clear, ‘Fear not! fear
not!’”

p. 176 (on blue grouse):  “Able to live on pine and fir buds, they are forever independent in the
matter of food, which troubles so many of us and controls our movements. Gladly, if I could, I
would live forever on pine buds, however full of turpentine and pitch, for the sake of this grand
independence. Just to think of our sufferings last month merely for grist-mill flour. Man seems to
have more difficulty in gaining food than any other of the Lord’s creatures. For many in towns it
is a consuming, lifelong struggle; for others, the danger of coming to want is so great, the deadly
habit of endless hoarding for the future is formed, which smothers all real life, and is continued
long after every reasonable need has been over-supplied.”

p. 178:  “Sketching all day on the North Dome ... I was suddenly, and without warning, possessed
with the notion that my friend, Professor J.D. Butler, of the State University of Wisconsin, was
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below me in the valley, and I jumped up full of the idea of meeting him, with almost as much
startling excitement as if he had suddenly touched me to make me look up. Leaving my work
without the slightest deliberation, I ran down the western slope of the Dome ...

“Had a wonderful day. Found Professor Butler as the compass-needle finds the pole. So last
evening’s telepathy, transcendental revelation, or whatever else it may be called, was true; for,
strange to say, he had just entered the valley by way of the Coulterville Trail and was coming up
the valley past El Capitan when his presence struck me ... This seems the one well-defined marvel
of my life of the kind called supernatural ...”

p. 186:  “It seemed strange to sleep in a paltry hotel chamber after the spacious magnificence and
luxury of the starry sky and silver fire grove.”

p. 187:  “Wherever we go in the mountains, or indeed in any of God’s wild fields, we find more
than we seek.”

p. 190:  “It seems strange that visitors to Yosemite should be so little influenced by its novel
grandeur, as if their eyes were bandaged and their ears stopped. Most of those I saw yesterday
were looking down as if wholly unconscious of anything going on about them, while the sublime
rocks were trembling with the tones of the mighty chanting congregation of waters gathered from
all the mountains round about, making music that might draw angels out of heaven. Yet
respectable-looking, even wise-looking people were fixing bits of worms on bent pieces of wire to
catch trout. Sport they called it. Should church-goers try to pass the time fishing in baptismal
fonts while dull sermons were being preached, the so-called sport might not be so bad; but to play
in the Yosemite temple, seeking pleasure in the pain of fishes struggling for their lives, while God
himself is preaching his sublimest water and stone sermons!”

“Now I’m back at the camp-fire, and cannot help thinking about my recognition of my friend’s
presence in the valley while he was four or five miles away, and while I had no means of knowing
that he was not thousands of miles away. It seems supernatural, but only because it is not
understood. Anyhow, it seems silly to make so much of it, while the natural and common is more
truly marvelous and mysterious than the so-called supernatural. Inded most of the miracles we
hear of are infinitely less wonderful than the commonest of natural phenomena, when fairly seen.
Perhaps the invisible rays that struck me while I sat at work on the Dome are something like those
which attract and repel people at first sight, concerning which so much nonsense has been written.
The worst apparent effect of these mysterious odd things is blindness to all that is divinely
common.”

p. 195:  “The harm [sheep] do goes to the heart, but glorious hope lifts above all the dust and din
and bids me look forward to a good time coming, when money enough will be earned to enable
me to go walking where I like in pure wildness, with what I can carry on my back, and when the
bread-sack is empty, run down to the nearest point on the breadline for more. Nor will these run-
downs be blanks, for, whether up or down, every step and jump on these blessed mountains is full
of fine lessons.”
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p. 200:  “How did the frogs, found in all the bogs and pools and lakes, however high, manage to
get up these mountains? Surely not by jumping ... Anyhow, they are here and in hearty health and
voice. I like their cheery tronk and crink. They take the place of songbirds at a pinch.”

p. 218:  “... I at length entered the gate of the pass, and the huge rocks began to close around me
in all their mysterious impressiveness. Just then I was startled by a lot of queer, hairy, muffled
creatures coming shuffling, shambling, wallowing toward me as if they had no bones in their
bodies. Had I discovered them while they were yet a good way off, I should have tried to avoid
them. What a picture they made contrasted with the others I had just been admiring. When I came
up to them, I found that they were only a band of Indians from Mono on their way to Yosemite
for a load of acorns. They were wrapped in blankets made of the skins of sage-rabbits. The dirt on
some of the faces seemed almost old enough and thick enough to have a geological significance;
some were strangely blurred and divided into sections by seams and wrinkles that looked like
cleavage joints, and had a worn abraded look as if they had lain exposed to the weather for ages. I
tried to pass them without stopping, but they would n’t let me; forming a dismal circle about me, I
was closely besieged while they begged whiskey or tobacco, and it was hard to convince them
that I had n’t any. How glad I was to get away from the gray, grim crowd and see them vanish
down the trail! Yet it seems sad to feel such desperate repulsion from one’s fellow beings,
however degraded. To prefer the society of squirrels and woodchucks to that of our own species
must surely be unnatural. So with a fresh breeze and a hill or mountain between us I must wish
them Godspeed and try to pray and sing with Burns, ‘It’s coming yet, for a’ that, that man to
man, the warld o’er, shall brothers be for a’ that.’”

p. 220:  “At sundown the somber crags and peaks were inspired with the ineffable beauty of the
alpenglow, and a solemn, awful stillness hushed everything in the landscape. ... Soon the night-
wind began to flow from the snowy peaks overhead, at first only a gentle breathing, then gaining
strength, in less than an hour rumbled in massive volume something like a boisterous stream in a
boulder-choked channel, roaring and moaning down the cañon as if the work it had to do was
tremendously important and fateful; and mingled with these storm tones were those of the
waterfalls on the north side of the cañon, now sounding distinctly, now smothered by the heavier
cataracts of air, making a glorious psalm of savage wildness. My fire squirmed and struggled as if
ill at ease, for though in a sheltered nook, detached masses of icy wind often fell like icebergs on
top of it, scattering sparks and coals, so that I had to keep well back to avoid being burned. But
the big resiny roots and knots of the dwarf pine could neither be beaten out nor blown away, and
the flames, now rushing up in long lances, now flattened and twisted on the rocky ground, roared
as if trying to tell the storm stories of the trees they belonged to, as the light given out was telling
the story of the sunshine they had gathered in centuries of summers.

“The stars shone clear in the strip of sky between the huge dark cliffs; and as I lay recalling the
lessons of the day, suddenly the full moon looked down over the cañon wall, her face apparently
filled with eager concern, which had a startling effect, as if she had left her place in the sky and
had come down to gaze on me alone, like a person entering one’s bedroom. It was hard to realize
that she was in her place in the sky, and was looking abroad on half the globe, land and sea,
mountains, plains, lakes, rivers, oceans, ships, cities with their myriads of inhabitants sleeping and
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waking, sick and well. No, she seemed to be just on the rim of Bloody Cañon and looking only at
me. This was indeed getting near to Nature.”

p. 224 (on wildflowers):  “Who could imagine beauty so fine in so savage a place?”

p. 226:  “ ... most Indians I have seen are not a whit more natural in their lives than we civilized
whites. Perhaps if I knew them better I should like them better. The worst thing about them is
their uncleanliness. Nothing truly wild is unclean.”

p. 233:  “Rose and crimson sunset, and soon after the stars appeared the moon rose in most
impressive majesty over the top of Mount Dana. I sauntered up the meadow in the white light.
The jet-black tree-shadows were so wonderfully distinct and substantial looking, I often stepped
high in crossing them, taking them for black charred logs.”

p. 235:  “Clouds about .15, which in Switzerland would be considered extra clear. Probably more
free sunshine falls on this majestic range than on any other in the world I’ve ever seen or heard of.
It has the brightest weather, brightest glacier-polished ocks, the greatest abundance of irised spray
from its glorious waterfalls, the brightest forests of silver firs and silver pines, more starshine,
moonshine, and perhaps more crystal-shine than any other mountain chain, and its countless
mirror lakes, having more light poured into them, glow and spangle most. And how glorious the
shining after the short summer showers and after frosty nights when the morning sunbeams are
pouring through the crystals on the grass and pine needles, and how ineffably spiritually fine is the
morning-glow on the mountain-tops and the alpenglow of evening. Well may the Sierra be named,
not the Snowy Range, but the Range of Light.”

p. 236:  “Contemplating the lace-like fabric of streams outspread over the mountains, we are
reminded that everything is flowing – going somewhere, animals and so-called lifeless rocks as
well as water. Thus the snow flows fast or slow in grand beauty-making glaciers and avalanches;
the air in majestic floods carrying minerals, plant leaves, seeds, spores, with streams of music and
fragrance; water streams carrying rocks both in solution and in the form of mud particles, sand,
pebbles, and boulders. Rocks flow from volcanoes like water from springs, and animals flock
together and flow in currents modified by stepping, leaping, gliding, flying, swimming, etc. While
the stars go streaming through space pulsed on and on forever like blood globules in Nature’s
warm heart.”

p. 237:  “This day just like yesterday. A few clouds motionless and apparently with no work to do
beyond looking beautiful. Frost enough for crystal building, – glorious fields of ice-diamonds
destined to last but a night. How lavish is Nature building, pulling down, creating, destroying,
chasing every material partical from form to form, ever changing, ever beautiful.”

p. 241 (September 1):  “But now I’ll have to go, for there is nothing to spare in the way of
provisions. I’ll surely be back, however, surely I’ll be back. No other place has ever so
overwhelmingly attracted me as this hospitable, Godful wilderness.”
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p. 242:  “Mammoth Mountain, to the south of Gibbs and Bloody Cañon, striped and spotted with
snow-banks and clumps of dwarf pine, was also favored with a glorious crimson cap, in the
making of which there was no trace of economy – a huge bossy pile colored with a perfect
passion of crimson that seemed important enough to be sent off to burn among the stars in
majestic independence. One is constantly reminded of the infinite lavishness and fertility of Nature
– inexhaustible abundance amid what seems enormous waste. And yet when we look into any of
her operations that lie within reach of our minds, we learn that no particle of her material is
wasted or worn out. It is eternally flowing from use to use, beauty to yet higher beauty; and we
soon cease to lament waste and death, and rather rejoice and exult in the imperishable,
unspendable wealth of the universe, and faithfully watch and wait the reappearance of everything
that melts and fades and dies about us, feeling sure that its next appearance will be better and
more beautiful than the last.”

p. 255:  “Though the water is now low in the river, the usual difficulty occurred in getting the
flock across it. Every sheep seemed to be invincibly determined to die any sort of dry death rather
than wet its feet.”
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